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CHINA DAY TOMOR)IOW!
by Cathy Jones
Tomorrow, March 4th, the Sociology and History Departments in conjunction with the Midwest
Chapter of the U.S.-China Peoples Friendship
Association will host a "China Day" here at UN I.
The program, which begins with a 10:00 am
general meeting explaining the days activities, will
be followed at 10:30-1 :00 with a number of
discussion groups on various areas of particular
interest about China, such as:

vo \. 10, no.6

Commuter Center
Architects

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Women in Contemporary China
History of US-China Relations
Health Care and Acupuncture in China
Changes Initiated by the Cultural Revolution
Workers, Peasants, P.L.A., and CCP (Revolutionary Committees)
6. Introduction to China
7. Education in China Today
8. China's Foreign Policy

These workshops will be led by people who are
very knowledgeable on the topics. There will be an
hour break for lunch at 1:00 p.m., after which the

by Jane Green
A design charette was held
last Thursday, February 24th to
discuss the revised Building Program for the Commuter Center
with the students. Tom Jaeger,
head of the College of Arch itecture and Design at Circle Campus, discussed the concept of a
student union for a commuter
university; a relatively new concept compared to the traditional
student unions for residential
un iversities. One student could
not believe that with the new
program there would be no fee
increase. Max H. Andrews, our
building consultant who had revised the program, stated that
was the reason for the revision,
to design a less expensive project
to work within the existing
union fee .

workshops will be repeated, so that everyone will
be able to participate in at least two.
Movies from and about China will be shown
continuously. The Chinese ballet, Red Detachment
of Women, which President Nixon saw in Peking,
will be shown as a movie, viewed continuously
from 10:30 a.m .-4:00 p.m. At 4 :00 p.m ., we will
all get together to see a movie that has just come
in from China, _Red Flag Canal. This two hour
feature movie documents the ten year construction of a water canal in China, and is the best film
available to show what the lives of the Chinese
people are really like.
At 6:00 p.m., there will be a Chinese dinner
served. After dinner, Ann Tompkins, an American
who taught , in a Peking University from
1965-1970, will give the main talk on China in the
world today.
Free child care will be available. Ping-pomg will
be available in the gym from 10: 30 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Everything other than the banquet is free . A
donation of $2.00 will be asked to defray expenses
of the Banquet. Tickets can be obtained on March
4th at UNI or through the U.S.-China People 's
Association , 2546 N. Halsted, tel. 348-3370.
On Sunday , M~rch 5th , there will be a meeting
for all who are i~terested in developing o n go ing
educational programs abou t Chin a. The time and
place will be announced o n March 4th.

THE ELECTORAL
WE~"'PON
Dear fellow members of the Northeastern Community :

(From left to right) Commuter Center Presentation in the North
Dining Hall on Feb. 24. Chuck Row, Max H. Andrews, Jane
Green, Jack McCabe, Harry Culpen, Tom Jaeger.

Chuck Rowe, the Campus Master Planner from Stade and Associates, discussed why they had chosen
to put the Commuter Center right in the midst of pedestrian traffic. He explained that a student union
building more than any other building should be, "where the action is", situated so a student could pick
up supplies or a book right between classes. Jack McCabe, the food consultant, said the location
although it raised some problems, would be serviceable.
Another student brought up the question of no ise po llution to Harry Culpen, design architect for
H.O.K. Mr. Cu/pen said that he felt unfinished concrete was just as pleasing as concrete that had been
sandblasted, and he would recommend that there be no sandblasting on the new structure. This would
cut down greatly the noise pollution.
At the Ad Hoc Commuter Center meeting at 3:00 in the afternoon the committee approved the
revised building program with some changes. At the March 9th meeting Mr. Culpen will present
schematic drawings of the building to the Committee. On March 23, 1972 the architects will make a
formal presentation with the final schematics. It should be noted that all Commuter Center meetings are
open and all students are welcome.

Name the Science Building !
The Science Building is due
for occu pation in April. Bui ld ing
and Groun ds Committee has asked the PRI NT to poll students
and faculty for a name for the
Science Building. It should be a
name of a person who has contributed greatly to the interests
of science; a name that will lend
tradition and prestige to the
building. For this week we ask
that you recommend such a person, and why he qualifies. The
following week we shall put the
names suggested up to a vote.
Entries should be submitted to
Dean Zimmerman's Office
E-218, NO LATER THAN FRIDAY, MA RCH 10th.

T he new Science Building .

ARE YOU TIRED OF ALL THIS

When we marched to the Capitol in Springfield last October 11 to
protest the budget cuts, we made a promise. We promised that the
next time those State Senators and Representatives heard from us, it
would be at the ballot boxes on March 21 and November 7, 1972. It
now is time for all of us to make good on that promise by
supporting those candidates who have a clear and positive interest in
the fate of higher education and denying our support _to those who
have shown a hostile attitude toward higher education or who have
failed to show any significant support beyond a mere general
statement around election time. We have no lobbyists, nor funds to
support them, but we do have votes!!!
The "bullet" form of voting for State Representatives is an ideal
vehicle for members of the Northeastern Community to deny
reelection to those hostile to Higher Education and elect o r reelect
those who support us. Each voter gets three votes for State
Representative. If there are three or more candidates in the primary
race (such as the 13th District Democratic primary or the 1st
District Republican primary) the voter can split his (her) vote three
ways with one vote going to each candidate. Or the voter can select
two candidates, in which case they would receive 1 ½ votes each . If,
however, a candidate is particularly outstanding, the voter can select
him or her alone , thus assuring that candidate of three votes from
one voter.
With th ree votes per voter t he mem bers of the North eastern
Commun ity have a con siderab le electo ral weapon in their hands.
Bearing this in mind the Legisl ative Liason is going to issue ratings
for the candidates for State Representative and State Senate. The
ratings will be as foll o ws:

+++ outstanding candidate, with a positive and demonstrated
interest in higher education.

+ lukewarm on higher education, but still worthy of some
support.
0 either one wlio has shown no evidence of support or one
upon whom we have no adequate information.
a candidate with a negative attitude toward higher education.
- - - dangero usly antagonistic toward higher education.
Be sure to be on the lookout for the next issue of the PRINT
and/or leaflets which will co ntain t he rat ings for a ll the candidates
fo r State Represen tative and Senator in Cook Cou nty, Du Page
County, and Lake County .
The Legislat ive Liaison Committee

BULL SHIT
Senator Fred Harris, democrat, Oklahoma, will speak in

ABOUT WAITING

A

YEAR

FOR

A

NEW STUDENT CON-

The Little Theatre Monday, March 6th at 10:00 A.M.

STITUTION?? THEN COME TUESDAY NIGHTS AT 7:00 P.M . TO

Topic: Who Should Be President?

E-205WITH SOME NEW AND INOVATIVE IDEAS.

(Sponsored by History Department)
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NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS INSANE ASYLUM
by Duke Frederick, History Department
Last week's faculty meeting on the budget crisis was occasionally enlightening, but
mostly confusing. Various conflicting, self-serving claims were heard, but it was
impossible to make any rational sense of them. Either one could choose to believe
whichever claim that happened to agree with his prejudices, or one could tune it all
out. Probably the most sensible thing would have been to stay away.
The immediate difficulty is that only a very small handful of faculty members have
any understanding at all of how our budget is constructed, how the various decisions
are made on how to spend the money, and the relationship of the local budget-making
process to the bureaucracies of the Board of Governors and the Board of Higher
Education (to say nothing of the State Legislature and the Governor). The rest of us
simply don't know what's going on.
The basic reason that Northeastern has increasingly come to resemble an insane
asylum is that we are all - faculty , administration, and students - caught in the toils
(it's a cliche, but I'm too tired to think of a suitable equivalent) of a vast, impersonal
system that actually has nothing at all to do with the subject of higher education . No
one can make any sense out of what's happening because the system is intrinsically
senseless.
·
We are a part of a huge statewide e<;fucational establishment which is managed, after
a fashion, by a huge educational bureaucracy, which has no doubt grown a part
through the operation of Parkinson's First Law. Tremendous sums of money are
required to operate this educational system. In trying to manage the spending of the
money, the bureaucracy has turned to methods which are borrowed from the world of
industrial production. The concepts of efficiency and of cost-effectiveness may well be
essential to the management of General Motors and U.S. Steel, but they are utterly
inappropriate when applied to the management of colleges and universities.

"We are not the first state to be hit nor are we the first university to be
hit," President Sachs.
Likewise, the state colleges and universities have somehow been caught up in the
economic concept that growth is a good thing in and of itself. In fact, as any
reasonably well-informed university person ought to know, there is probably no
correlation at all between size and academic excellence, but if there is such a
correlation one would presume that it is negative : the better colleges and universities
tend to be those which are not too big.
Remote, impersonal bureaucratic manipulation, using such cost-effectiveness
devices as the credit-hour production formula, is mainly responsible for transforming
this university from an institution of higher learning into a reasonable facsimile of a
madhouse. Quantititative concepts and devices are being used to make policy decisions
about matters that are wholly irrelevant to such quantification. The whole university
system in this state is suffering from an advanced, perhpas fatal, case of Ganem cauda
succudit (the tail wags the dog) .
It is impossible to evaluate academic quality by cost-effectiveness formulas. The
needs of a university cannot be properly determined by statistics on credit-hour
production.

By •indulging ourselves in the kind of quibbling we've heard in the past few weeks

·P.RINT

POLICY

The PRINT welcomes questions and comments from
faculty and students. Letters to the Editor should be
addressed to FORUM. Rebuttals should be dated no later
than two weeks after the original article. Due to limited
space, the PRINT reserves the right to condense, NOT
CENSOR, letters. Authors should limit their letters to 300
words. Guest Editorials should be under 500 words and
delivered to the Editor. ALL copy sent to the PRINT must
by TYPED and signed by the author. Names withheld .by
request. Unsigned articles will not get published for reasons
of liability. FREE CLASSIFIEDS are a service for the
students of Northeastern and are not to be used for free
advertisement by business. Deadline for a Friday issue is the
preceeding Friday. NO ARTICLES WILL BE ACCEPTED
AFTER 12:00 noon MONDAY MORNING.

about_ which departments produce the most credit hours, and how to equalize the
suffering mathematically, we are simply getting ourselves more deeply entangled in the
bureaucratic jungle. We're playing a game we can't possibly win, and taking ourselves
further away from the true business of a university.
The question is, How can the university rescue itself from the absurdity that now
enmeshes it? Possibly, the answer is that it can't. Maybe we'll go on to the end of time
filling out credit-hour production reports, and assuming that Professor X, wh~
produces 100 hours of credit, is twice as good as Professor Y, who produces only 50.

''We are being underfunded by $1,309,025," Nissim-Sabat.

Practically speaking, we can't break away from the state system, nor abolish it
entirely. But it seems to me that the faculty and the administration, and possibly the
student_s, could make a cooperative effort to bring about a rethinking of the industrial
management assumptions and methods that are responsible for our plight. After all,
that's not the only way to run a university system .
But until that happy day arrives when the cost accountants are no longer the key
men who make university policy, I think there may be a few practical interim
measures open to us. One would be to abandon, at least for now, all thought of further
growth in the size of the administration, faculty and student body. Rapid growth,
dictated by the system and its formulas, has been our undoing. If w,e keep on playing
the growth game, things are liable to get even worse.
Something that might help some of us retain a measure of personal sanity would be
a clear explanation of the budget-making process. There's no good reason why this
should be one of the Higher Mysteries. At the faculty meeting, for instance, I
appreciated President Sachs' effort to explain the crisis, but I can't really say I
understood it. Among many other things, I didn't know what an "agency account"
was. Assuming that we are for now stuck with the present system, the faculty can't
possibly take any meaningful part in planning or in constructive criticism if we don't
know the rules of the game.
I think it would contribute to the health of this university if there could be a local
de-emphasis on the impersonalized, bureacratic aspect of administration. One gets the
impression that there is an almost exclusive reliance on various arcane statistical
manipulations in making decisions. If that impression is correct, or even only
approximately or parttly ture, the Ganem cauda succudit syndrome afflicts us locally,
just as it does the whole state system.
The numbers game we've all been playing is degrading, even corrupting. As a start in
getting away from it, I suggest that Institutional Research cease and desist sending out
those riduculous time-study forms. Or, if the forms continue to be sent out, that
deans, department chairmen, and faculty members decline to cooperate in filling out
and returning them.
Too often, the faculty is put in the position of reacting to a fait accompli. The
administration makes a decision and then informs the faculty, which then must react
on the basis of inadequate information. I think there is a desperate need for some kind
of standing liaison committee, so that there can be continuing communication
between administration and faculty.
Above all, we have to regain the idea of what the university is. The state
bureaucracy regards us as productive units, turning out assigned quotas of student
credit hours. Unless we can act as if we, at least, think of ourselves as a community of
scholars, then we deserve to be treated as robots on the educational production line.

PRINT is a publication put out weekly by the students of Northeastern IIii no is Univer~ity .
Editors and Columnists are listed weekly, behind-the-scenes people are given mention every few
weeks (just to let them know we don't forget about them!). Anyone wishing to work for the
PRINT, or wanting to contact us with information should visit our office in E-214 (above the
North Dining Hall) or call us at ext. 270 or 577. One last word, the views expressed on this
recycleable paper do not necessarily reflect those of the administration.

EDITORS
Editor .. .... . . .. . .... ... Brian Kilmnick
Managing Editor ............ Cathy Jones
Photography Editor .. ...... Alan Axelrod
Business Manager . ........ Fran Camber is
Secretarial .. . .. .. .......... Jim Palmer
Mailing ................... Barb Ulman
Advisor ..... .. ... . ...... Ely M. Liebow

COLUMNISTS
artist .... . .............. anji me elwain
essence ..... .... .. ... . Scott Roudebush
music ..... . .. . ....... .. Dana Mentgen
masucamba! . Hector Rosario & Migual Rios
hujambo rafiki . .. ... Debbie Washington &
·
Eugene Barnes
Creative Writing Editor .. .... .. Art Lange
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Summer Jobs in Europe

UNI EXPERIMENTAL CHILD CARE SERVICE

College students seeking a way to explore
Europe in depth and at the lowest possible cost
need look no further. A program of 'Summer Jobs
in Europe' arranged by Vacation Work Ltd. of
Oxford, England offers them the job of their
choice, all documentation and work permits, a
four day orientation period in London and full
back-up service whilst at work for a program fee of
$117.

ATTENTION ALL STUDENT-PARENTS
APPLICATIONS AV Al LAB LE MARCH
13-17 at B108 ext 585.
OPENING DATE: March 20, 1972 through
June 1972.
Supervised by qualified teachers.
Facility - North Park Church Center.

Dear Students:
Are you for Don Moore, Dan
Walker, and peace-and-progress
candidates for the Democratic
national convention? If so, how
about working for their election?
There is still adequate time
for concerned individuals to
make a significant contribution
prior to the very important
March 21st primary. If you are
interested in learning about opportunities for constructive political action, see me in C-631 or
leave your name and phone
number in my sixth floor mail
box.
Irv Widen

PRINT

Vacation Work Ltd. Director, Vivian Thomas
has spent the last three years setting up similar
work programs for British students in other
European countries and he arrived in the States
end of December to give all the facts to American
students.

applicants will obviously get the pick of the jobs.
Safaried or volunteer jobs are in hotels, offices,
social work, agricultural student camps, archaeological digs and other categories. Room and board is
available in all cases.
Although salaries in Europe are generally lower
than here, students can earn enough to live
comfortably whilst at work and also finance a
budget tour of Europe. Student travel services over
there are excellent, allowing a trip from London
through Europe to Italy for as little as $25. And
hitch-hiking, a popular pursuit among young
Europeans, could easily bring travel costs within
Europe down to zero.
An informative and realistic brochure tells you
all about this exciting work program. To get your
copy, just mail a large stamped (16c) selfaddressed envelope to: Vacation Work Ltd., 268
Ludlow Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio 45220. You'll
find it interesting.

Dear Students:
Would you PLEASE start
calling our school by its proper
"Once we accept a student on the program we
name? The initials are UNI, NOT
NIU . NIU is Northern Illinois guarantee placement in one of his or her job
University. Although in speech choices", states Thomas, who adds that although
you say Northeastern Illinois placements can be made right through April, early
University, when initialling the
school it is UNI. Or, if you find
THAT too difficult to remember, how about NEIU? But
please, not NIU. Let's make a
REMINDER :
name for ourselves, not borrow
one.
The Northeastern chapter of
TODAY IS
Sincerely,
Psi-Chi,
a National Honor
Cathy Jones
THE LAST DAY
Society in Psychology, is in full
TO DROP
swing this trimester with "conCLASSES
versations" with the faculty
and students. These

Psi-Chi Conversations

DR. MANN'S COURSES
by L. lntrater
In my recent article, I stated that I felt that the Puerto Rican
People are one of the most oppressed people in the United States
and in "their own" Puerto Rico . I also stated that I admire all
people, both Puerto Rican People and non-Puerto Rican People who
are struggling to understand, appreciate, and bring about change in
altering this relationship. My article was in response to "'Socialization and Personality Development in Three Puerto Ri caft Communities' A Critical Analysis " an article which was printed in
PRINT, February 11, 1972 iss~e.
(The rest of this article is the second part of my original article
which for some reason was never printed in its entirety.)
It must remembered that there are negative, frustrated attitudes
within the Puerto Rican Culture itself that must be dealt with by the
Puerto Rican People so that their culture can be one with less
frustration, more realization, and more happiness. At this point, I
am not correlating oppression of the Puerto Rican People among
themselves and oppression of the Puerto Rican People by American
People, although such a correlation might exist.
Recently, a student wrote: "'Socialization and Personality Development in Three Puerto Rican Communities' A Critical Analysis, "
in which he stated that Dr. John Mann was teaching a course that
would teach students to be oppressive to Puerto Rican Women, and
teach students to "serve as instruments for the perpetuation of
racism." Besides the issue of Puerto Rican Women being oppressed
within ther own culture, there were two other issues in that article.
One issue was that of American oppression of Puerto Rican People,
and the other issue was that of Dr. Mann being down on minority
groups. To state that Peurto Rican women· are oppressed is not the

same as oppressing Puerto Rican Women, and to state that there is
no oppression to women among the Puerto Rican people would not
be accurate.
I have had Dr. John · Mann as an instructor for three different
psychology courses at Northeastern. All three courses were studied
f~om a psychological-c~ltural P?int _of view. T~ say that Dr. Mann or
hrs co~rses are opp~essrve of mmonty groups rs to say the complete
~pposrte ~f what ~rs cours~s really are. No ma_tter how much ?r. how
little we give credit to environment for mofdmg our personalities or
changing our "basic selves," we must realize that our culture has a
great deal of influence on us.
It is less difficult to live within a culture while believing that it is
the "best" culture, than to live within a culture while being open to
other cultures. We must be open to all cultures for all cultures have
elements which might be of benefit to others. Remaining open to
one's own culture as well as others is a struggle that will have to be
endured · if we are to move towards a better understanding and
appreciation of all human beings. Dr. Mann has been maintaining
this struggle for many years and to say that he is down on minority
groups because of it is a gross misrepresentation of the facts. If
anything, I have found Dr. Mann to be most objective in the
psychological study of different cultures. In fact, when studying
other cultures, it is what we can learn from them that is usually
stressed in a class with Dr. Mann. If an attack is to be made on
administration or faculty members who are oppressive of minority
groups, Dr. Mann would not be on my list.
What motivates me to write this response is the feeling I have
when thinking that students who had never had Dr. Mann for an
instructor, might not take any of his courses because as the author
of the article I am responding to puts it; Dr. Mann 's courses are a
"reflection of the debasive racist American education system, that
has always made minority people feel inferior to themselves ... " In
taking a course with Dr. Mann, one might learn just that.
Using Dr,:,Mann's course was·a bad starting point for a cr:iticism of
American oppression of Puerto· Rican People, for it is out of such
courses that realization of oppression of, and a better understanding
of both ourselves and minority groups can be achieved.

SAT., MARCH 11, 8:30 p.m.
Two people really together, laughing,
loving, looking fQr tomorrow.
See for yourself our selection <>f
quality rings.
To assure your satisfaction we will
exchange or refund full value.
You won't be hassled at Hollands .

"conversations" take place as
informal social and informative
gatherings at various members
houses. Thru such an ongoing
activity, Psi-Chi hopes to help
bridge the gap between faculty
and students and thus provide an
interesting learning experience for
both. Faculty members are invited to discuss their philosophies
on life and respective specialties
in the field of psychology. The
past "conversations" featured:
Dr. Mcconville, Dr. Ellis, Dr.
Pizzi, and Dr. Martindale, as the
guest speakers. The next "conversation" will feature Dr. McFarland on Mar. 12. Psychology
majors interested in attending
contact Dr. Dufour, or Eden
Rosen. The "conversations" take
place once every three weeks.
And psychology faculty member
interested in being a guest speaker c;.ontact Dr. Dufour, Psi-Chi's
faculty advisor, or Eden Rosen,
Psi-Chi 's president.

FACULTY
"Please submit your notices
for attendance at the following ceremonies as soon as
possible to Dean Zimmerman,
E-218."
· HONORS CONVOCATION:
April 6
COMMENCEMENT: April
24.

NORTHWESTER~
Btl SIME SS COLL E(j E
• SECRETARIAL
• BUS. ADMIN.
• STENOGRAPHIC
• ACCOUNTING
• COMPTOMETRY
• BOOKKEEPING
•SHORTHAND
• TYPEWRITING

Day and even ing classes
enroll any t ime - Diploma
awarded - Co-ed - Free
placement serv ice - Veteran
Approved .
EST. OVER 50 YEARS

2405 W. ARMITAGE, CHGO.
ARmitag_e 6-1788
•

WOODFIELD

FINE JEWELERS FOR 61 YEARS

•

EVERGREEN

119 N. WABASH

•

LAKEHURST

Tickets: $8.00, $7 .00, $6.00, $4.00 At All
TICKETRON Outlets including Marina City, Marshall
Fields, Sears, Montgomery Wards & Crawford Stores
or mail to WEE SHARE, P.O. Box 11408, Chicago,
Ill. Proceeds to IRISH RELIEF FUND.

,.._______________________

Please send free booklet :
Name ·: .: .. ..... . ........... .
Phone ...... . ... . . . ..... . ... .
Address ... .. .... .. . .. . .. . ... .

_,

City . .... . ... . ..... . . . . . .. . .

State . .. . .. . .. Zip .... . .. • ...
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hujambo

by Barb Ulmanowski

rafil<i
.jimn Ni1-:aia. It is he /i e 1·ed to symho/ize Unity.

BLACK:
It should be in the interests of Black students to learn more about
Black studies, e.g., African languages, Swahili, ebo, Oruba, Shanti,
Bantu, etc., and other West-African tongues. If Black students are
interested they should by all means contact and arrange with Mr.
Speller a suitable program for such an approach. Perhaps we could
arrange to have a native brother from the mother land, Africa, as the
instructor. This is just a suggested proposal on my part, only we, the
Heritage and Caucaus Clubs and plus some cooperation with the
language department here on campus to establish such a Black
studies program at the Northeastern Campus at St. Louis & Bryn
Mawr. If this is not successful we might make some other
accomodations, food for thought.

RED:
Apparent economic trends are showing that the present job
market for minorities is not as open as u would like to believe. The
apparent over abundance of teachers and bachelors degrees exceeds
the demand for them. It would be exceptionally wise to venture
other avenues to job employment that may be related to your
academic capabilities. A recent job survey showed that unemployment was down by 1 or 2 percent in the nation. But that was for
whites not necessarily for minorities or blacks. True more blacks are
being educated these days, but that don't mean all of us are going to
have any better living opportunities when we have a finite range of
decision making positions in the present administrative setup. It is
our expectation that we as black people will continue to strive in the
direction that will enable us to either to equal representation in the
socio-economic political structure or establish on of our own.

GREEN:

•!****************
Thank you,
!•
•
•
•****************•
i'
•

Us, we are growing, we must grow in ways that will reestablish us,
as Black people. Kwa heri .
NEWLEY ELECTED MEMBERS OF THE COMMUTER
CENTER BOARD OF MANAGERS as of 3-20-72.
UNDERGRADUATES :
1. Jeffery Haskin
2. Betty Gialessas
3. Joan ne Power (Second Term)
4. Mark L. Walsh
5. Herbert Bier man
6. James Kent
7. Donna Ziegler
8. Margaret Crellin

The 8th Chicago International Film Festival has done it
again. In another of their "film
weeks," March 10-16 offers a
collection of feature films from
Poland. Cinema Polski is a premiere exhibition of 15 films.
Polish director Andrzej Wajda
has entered his award-winning
"The Birch Wood," a character
drama of two brothers and the
use they make of life. "Everything For Sale" (a look at the
creation of a film), "Hunting
Flies," a film about a man, but
his women become the film's
heroines, and a story of concentration camp survivors, "Landscape After Battle," are included
form this director's collection.
Looking for a horror film set in
19th centry Poland? "The
Bear," directed by Janusz
Majewski, finds a scholar wondering if, although the evidence
shows that a count is a bear
born of a woman, this can
be true. Krzysztof Zanussi won
the Silver Hugo Jury Award last
year for "Family Life," a story
of a young engineer who cuts all
ties with his family, and finds his
return a very difficult but neces-

SAM SON

•iC

SATO EXHIBITION

GRADUATE STUDENTS:
1. Jack Holt (Second Term}
2. Gregory Galinski
Gotta Snapshot? Anyone interested
in participating in NIU's Photo Ex hibit Contest sign up in E-223 (above
North dining hall) before March 10.
Anyone who has ever taken a photograph and wants to exhibit it is
invited to participate in NIU's Photography Exhibit & Contest. Please sign
up in E- 223 before March 1O.

Eurailpass 478-7332 .
Volunteers needed for independent
democrat campaign for governor.
478-7420.
Professional hair dryer, on stand,
$15. Patchwork quilt , excellent condi t ion , $15. Call Linda, 929-5032 .
Also , oriental rugs - $50 each .
German Shepherd pup. 4 mos . old,
all shots . FREE to good home. Call
Charlene, 528-7610 after 8 p.m.
For Sale : twin bed, night stand , desk ,
lamps, upright typewriter, corner
bookcase . Best offer. 283-0969 after
3p.m.
Travel with the Travel Committee
during the trimester break . Copenhagen - $289 . Acapulco - $233.
Brochures located in cafeteria distribution boxes .
For Sale : 1963 Dodge Dart. Pwr.
Steering, auto transmission, radio,
new tires and battery. Runs good,
but needs some engine work. MUST
sell. Cheap. 673-3170 , Ron.

Richard Sato, head of photography for learning services, Northeastern Illinois University, Bryn Mawr at St. Louis Ave., Chicago ,
currently is exhibiting his photographs at the Lightfall Gallery of
The Evanston Art Center, 2603 Sheridan Road, Evanston. The show ,
which opened February 20, will continue through March 16.
The exhibit of 45 black and white photos is div id ed in to three
series; Lincoln Park , Street People, and Rockville, Indiana.
A 27 year old native Chicagoan, Sato received his bachelor of arts
degree from the University of Ill inois, Chicago Ci rc le. Before coming
to Northeastern , he taught seventh and eighth grade science in the
Chicago public schools for two years and was a free lance designer
for two years. This is his first photography show.
Wanted: Female to take care of
adorable baby boy between the hours
of 11 and 12 noon daily . He walks,
and can be taken to the par k across
the street . The home is not far from
school. Ca ll Mrs. Carol Rosen,
267-3896.
For Sale : House on Central Park.
Large inexpensive home . Walking distance. Call Ted Lavine, 338-5500.
MGM Realty .
For Sale : 1963 Volkswage n. New
generator , muffler and battery. Needs
brakes. Best offer. Call 583-3589
after 6 p.m.

"The Passenger"
sary task. "Passenger" relates the
horrors of Auschwitz fo flashbacks. Two people "Behind The
Wall" never scale this barrier of
isolation. Cartoons and shorts
will also accompany these and
other films . All the films are in
Polish with English sub-titles
except "Pharoah," ancient
Egypt's struggle for power,
which is dubbed in English.
In association with Film Polski of Warsaw and the American
Film Institute, Cinema Polski
will be seen in a Midwest Premiere at the Lincoln Village
Theatre, 6101 N. Loncoln Avenue, between Kedzie and Kim-

ball. There is free parking for
5000 autos.
Films will be shown promptly
at 6:30 p.m. each nite. Saturday,
March 11 and Sunday, March 12
will also have a 3:30 matinee.
Admission is a $2.50 donation per performance. Series
Tickets for 5 performances are
available for a donation of $10.
Tickets are available at the Festival office, 12 E. Grand Avenue
Room 301, from 10:30 a.m. to
6 p.m. Monday thru Friday. On
March 3, advance tickets will be
on sale at the Theater. If questions arise, call 644-3400 for
more info.

****************
Yisrael, the Jewish
FRENCH EVE
by Matt Hauman
Second only to a trip to Paris
is a cultural evening sponsored
by Northeastern's French Club
on Monday, March 20, 1972.
Planned for that evening is a
trip to Rosary College in River
Forest for a presentation of "Le
Barbier de Seville" at 8:00 P.M.,
and to make the evening even
more festive, French Club has
planned an added attraction preceding the play : dinner at a
famous French Restaurant.
Transportation will be provided by a chartered bus acquired
by French Club . Anyone interested in attending sh9uld contact Mrs. Walner or a member of
French Club immediately .
Admission to the play is $2.75,
which must be pai d in advance. ,
The evening should prove to
be a profitable experience for
those desiring a taste of French
theater and cuisine.
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CASUAL & COZY
ROARING FIREPLACES
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TYPIST
Term, Pa.per s
Thesis
Dissertations
Done on Elec,
Typewriter

• BARBECUE RIBS
& CHICKEN
• BRATWURST & OTHER
"GREAT" CHARCOAL
BROILED ITEMS
• GREAT SATURDAY &
SUNDAY BRUNCH
11 A .M . - 3 P.M .
Steak & Eggs, potatoes,
english muffins . HARVEY
WALL BANGER, Screwdriver,
Bloody Mary or juice, &
coffee or tea . . .onl y $1 .95

typed

• PEANUTS IN THE SHELL
• COCKTAILS
& HOT DRINKS
"Prices For The Student 's Budget "

2741 W. Howard St. 973-0990
Mrs. Cohen Eve1. 338-5242

,t,t,t,t-

****************

term papers
theses
dissertations

IBM electric,
50cperpage

Kial

club on campus, is, contrary
to most thinking , not sitting
around letting the world pass
it by . KLAL offers the JEWISH MINORITY a chance to
i( meet itself. Those who have
ie attended KLAl's socials know
i( the fun and good times we
i( have. Don't say that KLAL's
i( activities are unbeknownst to
i( you . You can be a part of the
i( fun by letting us know you
it exist. Just drop us a line with
your name, address, and
phone in our mailbox at Stu~ den_
t Services. Here 's a free
"Y' notice :
iC
March 11 , 1972 at 7:30 ie ·a gym nite - $1 for non-memi' bers, 50,t for members. REi( MEMBER : Paid members
i' (dues $1 per year) get disit counts!!!

1447 N. Wells 664-2393

• Open from Lunch tilt 2 AM 7 Dav ~ a Week• AMPLE FREE PARKING
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e zoleste di zagrab

essence!
by SCOTT ROUDEBUSH

FUTURE SMOKE
As a fortune-teller peering into the misty fumes
of her (his) crystal ball, January 1972 Challenge,
the magazine of the Tuberculosis Institute of
Chicago and Cook County, predicts a dim, grim
fufure for the female (males are presupposed to be
a\fare of their doom) smoker. Whether she knows
it or not, the woman smoker is dedicating her
lungs to the science of statistics.
A portion of these statistics, as a matter of fact,
show that even though some women have crushed
their last glowing rem nant in a surge of willpower,
a more determined, larger group is starting to
smoke - many of them between the ages of 12-18.
In addition, women appear to be slower at giving ·
up the habit, than men. Experience speaks?
What are the rationalizations behind the uptake
of such a habit? (Stats, again - according to the
American Cancer Society's own predictions,
"'13,000 women will die of lung cancer this year ..
."') This is perhaps worth the Tuberculosis lnstitute's implication that women "light up" for the
cause of women's lib? Or is it women's lb.? Ah,
yes - now I see : "Other women smoke to suppress
anger, cope with their problems or keep their
weight down .. . "
So that's what the doomed 13,000 will figure is
worth dying for. Well - how to conteract the
"sexy, 'come a long way', hey, wow, you're with
Will sell cheap ... Chevrolet, less than
15,000 miles. Car in good conditon. I
cannot drive any longer. Call
267-5532 until 10 p.m. any day or
evening.

it" cigarette ads? How does a woman substitute
for this alleged "psychological tool to break into
the male-dominated business world"? Try these
sample methods taken from the TB lnstitute's
article:
- Make a list of reasons for wanting to shop,
picking two or three which are most important to
you. Then don't hide the list, but review it often.
- Buy only one pack of cigarettes at a time never a carton.
- Never carry matches or a lighter (there's
al ways a male chauvinist pig around for a handy
light).
- Keep your cigarettes in the bathroom or
something, so that whenever you want one,
somebody's always in there.
- .Hide your ash trays, or just get a hold on
yourself, for God's sake. For your sake.
- And remember : quitting can be an exciting
experience, because you are building self-control
and self-mastery that you didn't have before.
To quote, finally: ''Your new self-confidence
may even help you in other areas of your life such
as controlling your weight, controlling your temper, getting dates, or even breaking into the
'male-dominated business world' - perhaps some
of the reasons you started smoking in the first
place."

1969 Camero convertible. Pwr. steering, power brakes. V-8 automatic,
new top and new tires. Good condition. $1595 or offer. 525-7973.

HURRAY FOR "CABARET" ANO
THAT "STERILE CUCKOO" 61RLI

"****

Liza Minnelli
is nothing
short of
sensationa I!''
-Kathleen Carroll .
New York Daily News

"LIZA MINNELLl'S
PERFORMANCE
IS SO BEAUTIFUL
THAT I CAN
THINK OF NOTHING TO DO BUT
GIVE THANKS!"

AM's AM CAST
Bertold Brecht's play "A
Man's A Man" has been cast and
will be presented this trimester
by Stage Players and the Department of Speech and Performing
Arts. The theme of the play is
the malleability of man, the possibility of social engineering.
Cast members include Chri~
Banakis, Jay Dabbs, Pat Dillon ,
Bob Eichenfeld, Dennis Elder,
Kathie Foezcz, John Gaertner,
Thomas Gora, Ruth Gordon,
Susan Klein, Keith Laduzinsky,
Bob Lynch, John Mann, Carol
McBride, Jack Meyers, Celeste
Morawski, Roge r Nash, Michael
Rossman, Marcie Sala, John
Schmalz and Bruce Urso. The
production will be directed by
David Unumb. Production dates
are set four March 23, 24, 25,
30, 31, April 1, in Auditorium .
Student tickets are free with I.D.
cards.

Marine Fournier, former
editorial staff member of UNI
Print, wrote a novella, "Finding
Meself." "Finding Meself" is a
whimsical remininscence of Ireland in happier times.
A local literature professor
described "Finding Meself," as
"one of the finest, most refreshing examples of Irish wit that
1've read."
"Finding Meself" can be
ordered from Marnie Fournier
the Print Office or 7016 N.
Oleander Ave., Chicago, 111.
60631 .

-Roger Greenspun,
New York Times

"A DAZZLING
MUSICAL FILM!
'Cabaret' has come
to the screen
with even greater
effect than when
it made its milestone mark on
Broadway!"
-Judith Crist,
New York Magazine

The world-famous chamber
orchestra from Yugoslavia, I
Solisti di Zagreb, will play at
Northeastern on March 6, 8 p.m.
The Solisti di Zagreb returns
to the United States once again
under the management of S.
Hurok after an absence of two
years during which they have

by ART LANGE
This column has been designed mainly as a vehicle for UNI poets.
Ideally, I would like to print a poem a week by~ UNI student, and
at the same time give notices of off-campus readings; perhaps even
push for more on-campus readings by both students and guests. Any
student who wants to submit work should type it up mark
"Reactions" on it and turn in to Print Office e-214. Here is a poem
by Alan Axelrod :

Howard el
Th ere are 12 of us here and now and 9
are asleep, leaving grease clots
over the windows. 1 is a hebephrenic
with long teeth and 1
drinks out of a pap~r sack. Why
must they always make such cliches
of themselves? But may I call
you Phil? Like a million dozen chewed
up Wrigley gums, the snow has amounted
to brown slush out greasy
windows. Still,
there is the moonlight on
Lake Lucerne. I don 't suppose
you 've been there,
Phil? Do the
Swiss chew gum or is it only
watches and chocolate?

Last Tuesday nigh t, February 22, two poets, Ted Berrigan and
Michael Brownstein gave a reading of their works at Northeastern.
Hopefully, this will be only a beginning, and Mr. Berrigan (Northeastern's poet-in-residence tem porarily replacing Ed Dorn) will be
able to obtain more poets to collaborate on readings here. If
Tuesday's reading was any indication of future readings, however, it
might not be worth t he effort. Less than 50 people attended; those
who did received a sample of the best of the " New York School" of
modern poetry. Perhaps the small attendance was due to inadequate
advertisement, perhaps the fault lies with the students. At any rate,
we are missing a golden opportunity, while Ted Berrigan is here .
lnternationat Student Identity Cards :
478-7332 .
Babysitter wanted for 2 yr. old boy.
From 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. daily. Should
live near 3345 W. Hollywood. Call
Mrs. Han, 463-1662.

-Gene Shalit. NBC-T V
.. ,.. ..,,.,_A8CP,ci,onCo,p_ ....8C""1,... Co<, ....,-Liza Minnelli Michael York
Helmut Griem . A''"" & M,e,o ''°'""""' Cabaret -Marisa Berenson Fritz Wepper
_Joel Grey."Emcee"-~~----"Cabaret" Tt<hO<- Doe_,. __ _
81 !~.!!!.AL..~~~~- .

Open 9 a.m .
Continuous Performances

UNITED ·
ARTISTS
IIANOOt.l"H AT DEAll90flN

Am desperate! Need a copy of
PARADE , an off -broadway production about 10 years ago, on Kapp
Records (Ka Kdl 7500) . 'Will pay a
reasonable pri ce. call 478-3047 if
you can help! Please call before 10
P.M.

SHAFER
FLORISTS
Bryn Mawr
at
Kimball

abc CIIEAT STATES

3rd WEEK OF CHEERS!

appeared in all the major cities
and festivals in Europe. This
marks their seventh North
American tour.
Prime favorites in England,
France, Switzerland, Holland,
Belgium and Italy , the Solisti
was founded by Radio Zagreb in
1954 its members being handpicked to represent the finest in
Yugoslavian string playing. After
two years of intensive training
the ensemble reached international fame at the Salzburg and
Dubrovnik Festivals of 1956.
Acclaimed by the London
Daily Telegraph as "One glorious -so unding instrument,"
their beautiful ensemble playing
and their unstinting dedication
to music-making has gained I
Solisti di Zagreb the reputation
as peer of any chamber orchestra
within memory .
Tickets will be available at
door.
Sponsored by C.C.A.B .

reactions

The only things inflationary about it are the tires.

"This movie lights
up the sky!

Page 5

Phone 478-6276 •

GLENLAKE
YOLKS WAGEN

6035 N. BROADWAY
gio:~dE~~ ~ BR S-3500

10% Discount to all
NIU Students and Faculty
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A Squirrel With Nipples
A squirrel with nipples

eats a nut on
a tree where they sawed off a branch.

I ate dry
cheerios because I
like the smell then
oreos.
Alan Axelrod
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WANTED: TALENT
To all students who didn't make it in for this issue of
EXPRESSIONS, never fear! There will be another publication of
students work in the March 31st issue of the PRINT. As usual we
ask that all written work be typed. Poems should be moderate in
length and prose limited to 2,000 words. Pictures must be in
black and white and no larger than 5x7 inches. Graphics must be
readily reproducible. All work submitted must be by a registered
student of UNI. Deadline for the last students page of this
trimester will be March 24th, so hurry up and get your work in!
All work may be turned into the PRINT office (E-214, above the
North Dining Hall) and should be marked for EXPRESSIONS
page. Please also include your I.D. number as well as home phone.

"Neither Here Nor Where"
Here I am; but where is here?
A point on a line on an overcrowded sphere.
Am I huddled in the middle of a mindless mass,
Or standing alone in a tower of glass ?
And doesn't where mean more than location,
• More than city, state, and nation?
Isn't where the realm of the mind?
What lies ahead, and what's lef t behind,
And me on a point along the line.
Joe Flynn

He who is Free from Arbitrary Conceptions

Three from the Dark Side
(take three)
"The poor darling, have they whipped him yet'!"

In Winter: Earth
the strings the strings
the strings flat
and a 78 of Jack Fina playing
"Bumblebee Boogie"
I ate it
it was delicious
so straight
wi.thout a movement wasted
for dessert
a 45 of the Radha Krishna
Govinda Jai Jai
it was terrific
gun metal half full
my tongue burning to raise eyebrows
new shirt calendar
St. Nicholas Ukranian Ca tholic Cathedral
at 2 in the xmas morning I wasn't there
with thousand candles tiring my legs
I was nodding during servon instead
of sleeping in backseat
and getting up at 9 oh no
I got up at 8 instead santa claus came
and listened to Herod 3 sides
ate m y nuts and smiled politely
without th e money
thank you David,
Dvorak is well
Art Lange

My mother is dead.
My mother is
dead, not sleeping.
Unseen,
faded beneath the colorless
Shroud:
She is the formless waste
in a still, white
tomb.
I am the blind orphan,
leaving.

In London: Dementia
I have come here
alone,
in search of the
Vision.
Fhave come here,
alone, to be cheated.
The sun, the myth, has
burned itself to
Ash:
I embrace the black-eyed Queen.
The mist, the
thick, eternal mist clings
to my naked

Back and injects each open pore
with a single, crystal
Nail.
My vision is smothered by the
sickness, the death-driven
Sickness.
I bleed in shadow-blood, th-e
black-eyed Queen my
Savior.

In Corruption: the Road
In a corner of the
basement, the
Rain-faded pack and bedroll
lie at rest,
at final peace.
Th e road, my
open, precio~ road has lost her
Nothingness.
Strangled by the poet,
Baptized by the minstrel
Her form, this
image, has been molded from my
scattered bits of vision,
and my broken
Freedom.
I grieve, for
I had a destination.

Mankind's Mess
Poetic essay by Arnold Wolman. ·
Opinionated essay.

I am 29 years old.
In the United States of America we, you, I, at the age of 30 are expected to have
found some sort of salary-earning-Protestant-ethic-position in our society.
And I say that society should proved a permanent relief fund for us in our society
to do nothing but really read indefinitely but without the need to need to apply
to in stitutions and such for grants and such .
No.
I think we should simply be paid by t he government, the people, the us,
yes, paid for the purpose of doing anything we want.
Whether we can "afford it" or not.
What can society afford? Think about that statement fo r a minute.
The whole economic system of the world and especially for the world
should be stopped and dismantled.
·
Work. Work. Work. Work. Work. Work. Wherk. Wherk. Wherk. Wherk. Wherk.
Dismantle the whole thing. Do it, so fast that it's done with.
There are no prophets. All the prophets have been destroyed. Like J esus, for
example, even if he were juzt a fraction of the good he was reputed to be,
Just think, why Jesus must have been a fantastic man, a man worth learning,
a man worth switching atoms with, focusing m olecules, m oving moonbeams with,
a man, early respectful, sensitive and smart ,
a man, Jesus, a man, like you and me and I and they.
A man.

Photo: Jack Challem
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THE NEWLYWED GAME MEETS
RUDOLPH HESS
LO VE IS A PIECE OF SHIT
FLOATING AT THE SEA OF REALITY.
COMPOSE/) OF DECAYING
FRAG]YIENTS,
OF FORGOTTEN EMOTIONS
.
AND DREAMS,
SMELLING OF BITTERSWEET
HUMANITY,
IT WAITS TO BE WASHED A WAY
IN THE TIDE OF ETERNITY

--------

Steven Vallereux

PRINT

The People Pass

dead mans Dead mans dead

The Carelot watches from high up in the tree
What for my man are you looking at me?

death was born to live as Man
lives to die because He
loves-hates-loves
others so He thinks or is it He
knows He loves to hate

Don't.

Page 7

Make like the indifferent intellect
Man died when He was born and
suffers until born into death

The fatalistic stoic growing a fat belly on the dissipating dreams
.of others

monkeys weren't satisfied with the
mutation-Man born
to them so they invented god
to blame
now Man says god invented us

Screeching your approval
Howling your approval
Applauding your approval
Who the hell do you think you are?

god's existance is irrefutable
but Man cannot prove it

Don 't burn me thru my clothes

My cousin

The warmth of compassion is a heat I do not need.

My cousin is going to be a dentist.
He told me it costs
150 to buy a cadaver by
the light of The Dick
Cavett Show, Zaz u Pitts playing
"Pizzicato Polka" in memorium:
those among our number who have died,
as it were, of
terminal varicose veins
and distress in the lower tract.
There was column
upon column of us
who marched (to th e sound of different drummers}
wearing,
as it were,
our Holy Neurosis
our Sacred Psychosis
out upon our dry chests
like a Croix de Guerre
and bared our appendectomy scars
to any and all passers by.
Those among our number .who
have managed to keep awake
during all of this
have noted that
one's solar plexus, having
passed the autumnal equinox,
sets earlier and earlier each day
as we hide in our rather
dusty corners
where at its best the
lighting is bad, waiting - quite
in secret, one is forced to add in th e interest of
honesty for a diagnosis of some variety
of cancer and the
consequent extirpation of some or
other ancillary organ.
Alan Axelrod

peace on earth is the cry but don't
mention hypocrite in front of Man's
virgin ears
or He might kill you
justifyably in the name of heaven

Rita Brusca

life is sacred as we are toldbullshit man is dead
Jeff Clarke

CALIFORNIA
To a freezing Midwesterner
It seems like paradise
Warm sunshine, rolling surf
foothills burnt black in the autumn sun;

Another Bloody Sunday
The thirteen victims take their leave,
While thirteen sets of friends and relatives grieve.
Yet another sacrificial offering to mankind's insanity.
And grief gives way to the bitter pleasure of revenge,
With guns and bombs they'll kill their foes,
With malice and hate they'll kill their own humanity.

Where green valleys intrude upon the desert
With their breath of life
Held lovingly by mountains
Whose peaks touch the sky;

In Newry they 're revered as martyrs to the cause,
In Whitehall they 're· dismissed as transgressors of the laws,
The Catholics scream their charges; call it bloody murder.
The British deny all accusation; pleading law and order.
But the honor of the British seems to crumble down and crack,
When you consider half the victims were shot in the back.
It was hate that killed those thirteen souls,
It's hate that will doubtlessly kill more.
It's hate, in this world, that's all too easy to find;
Almost as easy as finding the sighted who are blind.
Without miraculous change I'm sure we'll have to pay,
The pain of asking why, on Another Bloody Sunday.

A land of glitter and gold
Which knows no bounds
Where all are young
No one grows old;
Here the gods and goddesses dwell
Their images desired by all
Those who live imitation lives
And live for tomorrow but forget today.
Paul P. Sipiera

Joe Flynn

· Games
Life is but, a mixed up game.
You play with objects, which have no names.
Pieces in a puzzle, which don't f it in.
No rules for play,. no time to win.
You play until, the game shall end.
No ·victor, no victim, no thing but whim,
The game isn't only without, bu t within.
_ _.don!-t have tQ beat_others, in nr,f,[:t -iowin.
You can play with one, with two or more.
You can play within yourself, and not even score.
You can play at night, in dreams when you sleep.
You can pla y in acts, with others who cheat.
The game will move on, and leave you behind.
So keep in step, and soon reach your prime.
Now I say some will like, this game of abstracts.
And some will resist, and close up like traps.
But if you should play, rem ember this.
You play with your life, and life is no m y th.
James E. Feezor
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Past closing
They have all
gone, left the halls:
one empty refrigerator on display
at Sears, unplugged, without
the light, smelling of plastic and
pictured somewhere in some
catalog, smelling like a paper kishke.
They have all left:
Remember cool
Wisconsin Dairy Queen night
in the car with
ice cream and
bugs flying around yellow
lights under woody
smelling eaves.
They have all gone to homes dark wives 25 watt kitchesn
dying and dead lovers etc.
I have only to stay
another 20 minutes.
- Alan Axelrod

Photo: Jack Challem

Reflect One
to the man-poet with the Mamiya-Sekor

How painfully aware I am.
The music sounds a happy tune, a T. V. tune
Where dancers bop along in colorful disarrayed feathers,
A first time in Las Vegas, a flowing life.
Yet inside I know hurt, a haunting caged animal screaming arrows into my
brain
My nails drip with the blood of the flesh of my face
I really do love, but you'd never know it.

do you see the world flicker frame-on-frame
like a valentino movie?
i suppose this comes from the click click click
of the fisted shutter knuckling up and open
that you squint through much.
it's like the electrocuting man they have in the cartoons.
elmer Judd gets zapped and stutters up and down,
til bugs bunny buddies up and he starts bouncing,
two-toothed chattering,
and maybe daffy duck wings on too,
duck -bill castanetting along.
living with sekor is contagious,
as living with you living with sekor is contagious.
HUMAN NEED
con
ta
CAN I .TOUCH YOU,
gious
mtr
REALLY TOUCH YOU?;

Rita Brusca

The Soap-Opera Love Affair Continued
(But nothing ever really happened)
Discussion about love
Definitely he believes that the love, at
First sight can be destroyed by
Knowledge about the party at hand.

CAN I BREACH THE

more to the man-poet

PLASTIC SURFACE,
They say ole ezra can't anymore
say more than one sentence at a time now,
and a short one that.
Reciting his cantos must take another life.
With earphones Y-twined to another sound,
in these days i see your mouth ezra pounding.
open, shut before i had a time to unplug.
something fell out, i know. in fact,
a lot of them; i know.
bouncing around, spilled marble fashion
under couches and refrigerators.
but i am so slow and long.
mtr

Later, she is called by name by that party
ever so softly
And greedily upturns face to rain.

THE ARTIFICIAL SMILE;
CAN I TRAVEL
YOUR VALLEY OF ANGUISH

She thought
the concern being one-sided:
Whose going to take care of me?
He mistakes her look as rapture,
blushes and turns away.

AND FEAR,
AND CALM THE THOUSAND" TORMENTS?;
CAN I REACH YOUR SOUL
BY BEING OPEN,
AND BARING MINE?

He started giving favors
But not himself
She accepts, but thinks:
He'.!' cruel to associate with me,
If he doesn't want me.
He thinks:
Don't want to be cruel, to someone who'.!'
Concerned about me.

OR WILL THERE BE NOTHING
AS THE MIRAGE DISSAPEARS.
Steve Vallereux

No Second Chance

~.,
-~
. ._...
.......

The weight bore down, oppressed, drove him to his knees,
Looking up he said, "Father, please . .. "
Shedding his cross he turned to face the soldiers and pharisees.
"Your time has come and vengeance is near," he said.
And their stomachs crawled with vipers of guilt and dread .

. "'.

.'La_-~ · .

.'~

." • • ·- .... 111

At his beck the sky foretold his fury, the wind his pain,
And the wretches knew their souls were his domain.
Trasfixing, his eyes were tips of hell-hot rods,
"So you thought to execute your God,
Fools dam-r!::t!e f ools. ;,

She wants it to be ended
Starts looking, but can't find an exit
Instead, he frequently finds her wherever he turns.
There are many collisions
Strained and Anxious.
One nightHe flaunts his woman, and calls her 'honey'
ever so softly
While she, the heroine, drinks Muscatel
(In the background, B. B. King
sings 'The Thrill is Gone I·
Cecilia Bush

"The plan called for time to repent, to atone,
Bu t I foresee only hate and death; the status quo.
The armies of soldiers will troop off to wars,
Businessmen greedy will hoard their stores,
To this I say 'No more!"'

REALITY AT 78 RPM
THERE ONCE WAS A FOOL
WHO BELIEVED IN LOVE, BUT FOUND HATE;

"Why should Judgment wait til another day,

;, " ·' lt'i,, , ,

Wh en so many deserve hell without delay?
• .. ·· The road you travel leads not to heaven,
Never nears it.
For in heaven, on earth, love is the sacred spirit."

WHO WANTED TRUTH, BUT FOUND DECEPTION;
WHO DREAMED OF BEAUTY, BUT FOUND UGLINESS;
WHO WORKED FOR HAPPINESS, BUT FOUND SADNESS;
WHO LONGED FOR DEA TH,
AND ACHIEVED HIS DESIRE;

. And you don't know its meaning.

--BUT HE STILL WASN'T SATISFIED.
Joe Flynn

Photo : Jack Challem

Steven Vallereux
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The Mysterious Case of the Decrepit Old Beggar Who One

Day, Quite By Accident I Assure You, Found God and
Became a Hapless Phillistine
(Metaphorically speaking of course)

by Thomas Wixted
unheard vow, speaking to all around in a profound tone: "We must never forget
.
It was an exceedingly dark and stormy night, as dark and stormy
that it is the very pettiness of man which leads him to trivialities. But
mghts go, when Watson and I were called in to investigate the murder. The
it is also because of this triviality that our greatest works of art find
victim, a rather feminine woman of approximately sixty years of age, had
their source."
been strangled to death repeatedly. A shoe, cleverly disguised as a revolver,
was found next to the woman's body and was assumed to be the murder weapon.
"Amen," siad Watson.
"My Gawd! Holmes! Who could do a thing like this? What a truly
dast~dly villain this murderer must be!" Watson, obviously shaken by the
seemmgly senseless and brutal crime, rambled on in a half-bewildered state
of mind. But, for Watson, this was a normal mental state so I allowed him
to ''vent his spleen," as our Latin cousins might say.
"Calm yourslef, old boy." I knew that if this case were to be solved
within the next few weeks I would need Watson's same advice. Of course, if I
wanted to solve the crime that very night I would have disregarded Watson
totally. But, since I had little else to do, crime solving being my profession,
I had learned many years before that one must be thankful for whatever crimes
come along. And take as long as possible to solve them, too!
"Well, Mister Flash Holmes," Inspector LaStrade began in a rather
cynical tone. "This here's a crime you won't be solvin' tonight. Why, I'll
betcha' it isn't. Especially since you're heeding the advice of ol'Watson."
. Inspector LaStrade, a small bespectacled man, was actually an inspector
of pohce who wore glasses. Working for Scotland Yard, LaStrade was called in
by the local police to help solve the murder. Apparently the local police
shared my attitude towards crime, and thus wished to take as long as possible
in solving their cases, too.
"LaStrade. Do you know who this woman is?" I stared directly at
the large, tall Police Inspector and spoke with deliberate British indifference.
"Well, not yet Mister Holmes. But I will. I'm checkin' and I'll
have it before the night 's up."
Dawn suddenly broke as the su
n s1ow1y rose, an occurance not uncommo1
to dawns, in the Northern sky. The sun's rising in the North was a rather odd
thing, I must add. But, there was a crime to solve and thus I could not for
long muse over such obvious mistakes of the author.
"Hah! LaStrade! The night's over! That's one for me." I knew LaStrade
would be embarrassed for failing to fulfill his promise. But I also realized
that adversity and shame are good for the soul. Especially LaStrade's.
"You bastard, Holmes! Shut up! I'll get her name sooner or later!"
LaStrade was rather peeved at this tum of events.
"You can't make me. You can't make me." I singsonged rather than said
m order to emphasize the gravity of the matter.
"Oh yeah." LaStrade was always a master of innuendo.
"Oh yeah." I quickly p arried his masterful rhetorical thrust. While
LaStrade was a master of innuendo, I was an even greater master of the language.
And besides, I was the protagonist and I knew more big words than he ever
would.
"Stop it! Break it up you two! Why I'm ashamed of you two . Imagine.
Grown men fighting like this when there's a crime to be solved. Not to mention
the perplexing situation where the sun rises in the Northern sky." Watson
attempted to put an end to our quarrel with his cold, calculating, not to
mention precocious logic.
"Well, la-de-d aa. Listen to that, won't you Mister Holmes. Watson
the peacemaker. Well, I never. .. " LaStrade playfully retorted.
I quickly realized how ridiculous LaStrade and I must h ave appeared,
arguing over such trivial matters. I thus resolved, making a silent yet not

"Oh, you're fulla' shit Holmes," LaStrade once again playfully commented.
"Oh LaStrade, you 're such a tease." I wanted the Inspector, who was
actually a rather short and bespectacled police inspector, to realize that I
too had a sense of humor.
Since noontime occurs uncommonly early in the day in England's
Northern counties we began to search the area surrounding the dead body
under a bright, illuminating sun directly overhead.
. "Holmes! Come here quickly!" I yelled to my companions since I wanted
my name to appear more than anyone else's in this story. "I think I've found
something."
"What is it, holmes?" Watson asked so hurriedly that he forgot to
capitalize my last name.
"I'm not sure Watson." Tum about's fair play. "I think its a revolver
disguised as a shoe. But I wouldn't want to hazard a guess."
"Aw go ahead. It's only a story." Las trade implored me.
"Well, all right. This here is a revolver disguised as a shoe."
"Wrong!" LaStrade shouted at me almost before I had finished my guess.
"Stupid! It's a shoe disguised as a revolver. Hahl You'd better start reading
these stories Holmes. In the very first paragraph it says so!"
"You 're full a' shit, LaStrade. I know that. I was only testing you.
It appears to me that only the killer would know what the murder weapon really
.
.
1s. And you Just told me what it is. And no one would .ever be foolish enough
to actually read this story, let alone remember its details. Therefore, LaStrade,
you are the murderer. I end my case ."
"Bravo! A case well solved! Here here." Watson was obviously impressed
by my fantastically swift crime solving powers of deduction, which are actually
powers of induction but nobody knows the difference between the terms.
"Tut tut, Watson. Think nothing of it. If one professes to be a
crime solver, one must solve crimes. It's as simple as that."
"You 're really full of it. You know that, Holmes?" LaStrade seemed
to gain an almost Platonic inner strength by insulting me. But I did not
really mind for I was used to such profanity from the criminal element.
The local police, who had all this time stood idly by, attempting
to hide any evidence they might chance upon, and thereby prolong the solving
of the case, grabbed LaStrade and promptly handcuffed him. (Gee! I'll b et
all you English majors would-sure like to diagram that sentence-huh?)
I knew that my part in the hideous crime was nearly finished. I h ad
been called in to solve the crime and find the murderer, not necessarily in that
order of course, and I had done so. LaStrade, after a short wait in the local
jail, was transported to London t6 stand trial. I, of course, was summoned
to be a witness for the prosecution. I did so and thanks to my testimony,
not to mention a lazy author, LaStrade was found guilty a sentence later.
"Guilty." The judge told LaStrade what the jury had decided. "Is
there anything you would like to say before I pronounce sentence?"
LaStrade, seemingly rather small before the elevated platform from
which the judge spoke, replied in a slightly qu~vering voice. "You're full
of it, too. You know that?"

The PRINT would like to acknowledge
and thank Steven M. Pierce for turning in his
12 chapter, "JOBS AR E FOR SLOBS" .
However, because it was too long to print
and we did not feel that 1 or 2 chapters
taken out of con text wou ld give proper
credit to the author, we omrnitted his
article.
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WOO D STOCK!
by Mary Pat Britton
Friday, March 3, Ingmar
Bergman's Winter Light will be
shown in the school auditorium.
Second in his trilogy on faith,
WINTER LIGHT springs from
Bergman's explicit desire to define man's relation to God - if
He exists. A village pastor,
empty of faith and desperately
unloved, reveals his bitter failure
to offer spiritual consolation to
his flock. Somberly poignant,
the film sketches a world of half
empty churches but not entirely
without a hope in God 's universe.
This 80 minute film directed by Ingmar Bergman was made in
Sweden in 1962. It has English subtitles and the cost of admission is
$.75.

e'1entful

eventsful

todays

friday
6 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

3
newman
aud

march
dinner
75¢ film: bergman's winter's light

saturday
11 p.m.

4
newman

1st constitutional congress .
mass

monday
9-3 p.m.
8 p.m.
8 p.m.

6
placement
aud
It

march
naperville public schools
i solisti de zagreb
history workshop film

jobs
by Barbara Morin

"THE FUTURE IS NOT A
GIFT - IT IS A CHALLENGE"

It isn't easy working in the
insurance field - but then who
wants a gift!? After four years of
hard academic preparation, the
young graduate should welcome
tuesday
7
march
a challenge - a starting point for
"bag it"
10 a.m.
aud
experience and a step stone to a
career.
2- 5 p.m.
ndh
concert series
PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE
4- 6 p.m.
union for puerto rican students
aud
believes
UNI has something to
7:30 p.m.
free film: selling of the pentagon
aud
offer its company in the way of
wednesday
young ambitious candidates.
8
march
Don't let them or yourself
aud
"bag it"
10 a.m.
down!
Sign up in the West Porte-205n
concert series meeting
11 a.m.
********
able
to
speak with John Gab2 p.m.
e-128
r. r. donnelley & sons
bert,
an
assistant sales manager
Tuesday, March 7, The controversial film, SELLING OF THE 8 p.m.
aud
orchesis
and
a
young
grad like yourself.
PENTAGON , will be shown in the school auditorium. A very 8-10 p.m .
history
workshop
films
It
He'll
be
on
campus
(Thursday)
revealing and interesting documentary film that should be seen by
March
9,
1972
from
9:00 to
everyone. Admission is free .
thursday
architects
for
commuter
center
9
4:00 p.m. Make it a point to
9-4
placement
prudential insurance co.
attend. "Try it," you might
1 p.m .
aud
modern dance: maggie kast
********
"like it!"
1 p.m.
b-114
linguistics klub lecture: mr. hild
March 9 and 10, Northeastern will be showing the film 4, 5 p.m.
portable east
film: the heritage of slavery
"TIME TO TEACH - TIME TO
WOODSTOCK in the auditorium. Admission is $.75, tickets will be
gym
6-9 p.m.
fun nite
LIVE"
sold in advance starting March 6, during the day - specific times will
7:30 p.m.
aud
75¢ film: woodstock
be announced.
Teach in a city shadowed by
Pikes Peak and become part of a
professional school system deHEAL TH SERVICES
manding quality and competence. There are presently 35
As a result of the recent questionnaire about Health Service operations we present this
elementary
schools, 9 junior
list of services which are available to all students and staff.
high
schools
and 4 senior high
Chicago Contemporary Dance
schools with a total enrollment
Hours of Operation
Theatre will present "Trio in
of 33,000; and $8 million buildConcert at 1 PM on Thursday ,
8:00 AM to 8:00 PM - Monday through Friday
ing program is currently in proMarch 9, 1972 at Northeastern
Tests
that
Can
be
Done
gress.
Take advantage of cultural
Physical
Illinois University, Bryn Mawr at
offerings: the Fine Arts Center,
St. Louis - in the auditorium.
Throat
Cultures
for
strep
Dispense non-prescription drugs for
the Opera Company, the
Adm ission is free .
Urinalysis
minor illness
Cheyenne
Mountain Zoo, etc.
PURIFICATION : for
Vision
Physical Therapy - heat lamp and
The
area
has
five education cenSYLVIA PLATH , a new work
Hearing
hot packs
ters
of
higher
learning. A superb
by company director Maggie
Blood
for
V.D.
Screening
First Aid - at scene of accident as
climate of mile winters and
Kast, wil I be premiered at th is
well as in the First Aid Room
cool summers offers a diversiperformance .
Blood Pressure Checks
fied atmosphere for recreation.
An original electronic score
Weight checks and weight control advice
Snow ski or water ski, enjoy
by Philip Winsor, head of theory
boating, fishing, camping, . or
and composition department,
Insurance Information
Health Information
journey through a ghost town.
DePaul University, will be heard
Student Blue Cross/Blue Shield Plan
This world exists in COLOHealth Education
in Nothing is the Thing to Fear,
Also Pick-up center for Blue Cross
RADO SPRINGS, COLORADO.
Referrals to: Doctors and Clinics
a trio performed by Richard
Blue Shield I.D . cards
Placement has arranged a recruit(dental or medical}
Arve , Carter Frank and Ms. Kast.
Athletes' Plan
ment date for (Monday) March
Weight Control information
ROMAN Cl RCUS, a solo perEmployees' Plan
6, 1972, from 8:30 to 5:00 p.m.
Drug or medication identification
formed by Ms. Kast to a sound
Sign up in the West Portable Hospital information
collage including works from
but HURRY! Happiness could
POSTERS MADE TO ORDER or
Chest-X-ray information
Soledad Brother by George Jackalmost any other type of ART
be "teaching and living" in COLHealth
materials
and
literature
on
son, will have new slides designWORK to ADVERTISE YOUR
ORADO SPRINGS!
wide range of subjects, from Abortion
ed by V. Stevens of the Institute
CLUB or COMMERCIAL EVENTS.
to Venereal Disease
of Design at Illinois Institute of
Work is done fast, neat and cheap.
See Pat Galinski, 4th floor desk,
Technology .
afternoons only, or call ext. 293.
Administrative Functions
Also on the program will be
Ms. Kast 's solo - SILENCE
Employees' Physical Exams
FOR THE LIVING, performed
For One Week Only Athletes'
"
"
without accomp4niment.
Friday, March 10, 1972, through
Workmen's Compensation Reports
This program is being sponThursday, March 16,
Serve on Health & Safety Committee sored by the Commuter Center
At The Lincoln Village Theatre,
Receive reports of health or safety
Activities Board . .
6101 North Lincoln Avenue
hazards on campus

CCAB PRESENTS

·,.,,
A atunning Hhibition of 15 feAture films from Pol1nd. pre H nted b'
The Chicago Intern ation al Film FHtiv1I in 11toci atlon with ,
Film Polski , WHHW, I nd Th• American Film lntlitule.
Mich H I J . kuti1. Jr., FHliYal Director .

WORLD FAMOUS -

PIZZA IN THE PAN

TH E WEEK"S PROGRAM:
FRI., 3/10

.. eat it with a knife & fork"

6:30pm: THE BIRCH WOOD 1971
(Brztzina) Andrzoj Wajda

9:00pm: EVERYTHING FOR SALE 1961
(Wuy1tko na 1przodez) Andrzaj Wajda

(IT'S THICK)

SAT., 3/11

3:30pm: THE CHALLENGE 1971
(Wezwanie) Wojciech Solarz

Thelli<chWood

6 :30pm: HUNTING FLIES 1969

SUN .• 3/12

1 MON., 3/13

The Lodger
TUES., 3/14

visit our ©1~ Englinq dining room

(Polowanie na muchy) Andrzej Wajda
9:00pm : PHARAOH 1965
(Faraon) Jerzy Kawalerowicz
3 :30pm : PHARAOH 1965
(Faraon) Jerzy Kawalerowicz
6:30pm : FAMILY LIFE 1971
(Zycie Rodzinne) Krzyutof Z1nut1i
9 :00pm : PASSENGER 1963
(Paaazerka) Andrzei Munk ... Al ■ o
BEHIND THE WALL 1971
(Za 1ci1na) Krzy ■zlof Zanu11i
6 :30pm: THE BEAR 1970
(Lokis) Januu M1j1w1ki
9 :00pm : LANDSCAPE AFTER BATTLE 1969
(Krajobraz po bitwie) Andrzei Wajda
6:30pm : JOVITA 1967-Januu Morgen ■ tern
9:00pm : MANUSCRIPT FOUND IN SARAGOSSA

1964

WED .• 3/15

2727 W. HOWARD STREET

6 :30pm :
9 :00pm :

THURS., 3/16

OPEN MON-SAT 11 :00 A.M. • SUNDAY 2:00 P.M·.

6:30pm:
9:00pm:

The Cardiog,:am

(Rekopi ■ znaleziony w Sarago11i1)
Wojciech Ha•
THE CARDIOGRAM 1971
(Kardiogram) Roman Zalu1ki
TASTE OF THE BLACK EARTH 1969
(Sol ziemi czarnej) Kazimierz Kutz
THE LODGER 1966
(Sublokator) Janusz Majewski
THE BIRCH WOOD 1971
(Brzezina) Andrzaj Wajda
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Interested
In Travelling?

Travel -Study to Orient
by Barb Ulman
As you page through the schedule of classes, you may find
so~ething interesting in the Geography Department - like a trip to
China. Dr. Harry Kiang is offering four courses with the travel
program.
Students may select one or two courses among the four for 6
credit hours during the July-August session. The Geography of
Southea_st Asia (43-341, 3 er.) and the Geography of China, Japan
and India (43-344, 3 er.) will give students four weeks of classroom
activities and four weeks of travel. However, one can substitute the
Field Seminar and Comparative Studies {41-315, 3 er.) or lndepe~dent Study in Geography {43-352, 3 er.) for an individual-.
orien!ed study. These classes will have no regular sessions, only
meetings worked out by the student and Dr. Kiang. The four weeks
of travel are also included ."
. The four-week travel program is a round-the-world trip starting
w~th Jap~n, followed by a two-week-plus stay in China, and ending
with Ind1a and a few stops in Europe. Two meals, first-class hotels

{two share th~ rooms), tours and educational programs - many
lectures by native scholars - are included in the $1,800 trip. And if
lack of mone_y is the only thing stopping you , up to $1,500 can be
borrowed, ~1th no interest due till nine months after employment.
A. ~epos,t of $200 must be paid before May 20, and the
remaining $1,600 must be paid before or on June 20, one month
before departure_, so that the advantage of group fare can be taken.
S_evera! weeks will be needed to complete borrowing procedures, so
financial arrangements should be made in advance.
The official program tour begins July 21 and ends August 20.
There may be extra days in Paris, London, or other European cities.
After Rome, you can even travel in Europe by yourself {at your
expense), but you have to meet the group before its departure from
London to the U.S.
_If this ha~ got_ y~u wondering about a travel-study program to
C_hina, Dr. Kiang invites you to his office, C-332 or call ext. 402, to
discuss the courses. This is a beautiful opportunity for a Far East
and World Tour and credit.

Gay Alliance Rally

(wosp), n. often disparaging, a white
Anglo-Saxon Protestant (as considered
by minority groups to be a don1inant
type in American society that n1aintains
an inflexibly clannish solidarity).
*The Random House Dictionary of the English Language
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On March 14th, Tuesday, the
Poli tical Action Committee of
the Chicago Gay Alliance is planning a rally for the candidates of
the 13th and 14th districts. It
will be held beginning at 7:00
P.M. at the Lincoln Park Presbyterian Church located at 600
W. Fullerton. The evening is planned to give the candidates a
chance to present their basic
platforms and al low ti me for
informal questions and answers.
Refreshments will be served .
For further information on
the rally or position of the candidates, please contact: Denni
Wilson, Ext 577 or Chicago Gay
Alliance 664-4708.

The Travel Committee of the
Commuter Center Activities
Board has been busy finalizing
its plans for low-cost Spring
travel in April. During the trimester break two trips are fea_tured in the travel program. UNI
students, staff, faculty and their
immediate families will have
t heir choice of Copenhagen or
Acapulco destinations.
The Copenhagen trip features
an overnight flight aboard an
SAS 747 with a choice of 3 land
options once on the ground.
Departing from Chicago on Apri l
18th and returning April 29th
this 10 day package costs
$289.00 {tax and service included) .
Acapulco will be the offering
to depart on April 21st and
return April 28th aboard Braniff
Airlines. This trip gives the
traveler the choice of spending
part of the time in Mexico city
and then the remainder of the
time on the glorious west coast
- Acapulco. Or spending all of
the time in Acapulco. Since this
trip is based on a 21 day excursion fare with individual return
the traveler may decide to ra:
main in Mexico a bit longer
should his schedu le permit. This
Travel Committee offering is
avai lable for $233.00 {tax and
service included).
Printed sheets outlining the
specific details of each trip can
be found in the distribution
boxes near the cafeteria and
other points on campus. Details
of each trip will be published in
later editions of the PRINT.

GOLDEN RADIO REVISITED

Joseph E. Levine presents An Avco Embassy Film A Lorimar Production

<

The Sporting Club )

by Sam Bender
On March 9, 10 and 15 at
5:00 P.M . and on Mar. 16 at
1 :00 P.M . the students and
faculty of N.I.U . will get a
pleasant look into the world of
nostalgia . This look will come in
the form of an original play,
" GOLDEN RADIO REVISITED", compiled by Al Wilson
from old radio shows. G.R.R.
will be performed in the Little
Theatre, located in the art wing.
The performances are FREE
and open to everyone. The sho~
includes such radio greats as The
Shadow, George Burns and
.Gracie Allen, War of the Worlds
and many more.
The show was first set in
motion last September when Al,
a student at northeastern since
January 1971, was approached
by Ann Klein the Financial Aid
Office. She asked if sc)me of the
people in theatre would be interested in putting on a show to
raise money for the Student
Emergency Loan Fund . That
was enough to get everything
rolling so that the actual show
has been in the works since last

November, and it promises to be
a good on~. All has been consulting with Riachard Hesller, and
David Unumb and Durwood
Redd of the Speech and performing Arts Dept. And though
they are not actively involved in
the production, their suggestions
have been of great aid in putting
the show together. Another
valuable contributor has been
Mike Biel part-time instructor
here and head of the Radio
Archives Project at Northwestern.
The cast is entirely local
talent and is as follows: SAM
BENDER, CRAIG BRENNER,
JACK BRONSTIEN, BOB
E ICHENFELD, MIKE MANTER, MARCY MARK, MIKE
ROSSMANN, AL WILSON,
AND LINDA WOLFF. There
will be no admission charged. A
donation box will be exhibited
for those wishing to make a
contribution to the Loan Fund,
which was created to help students at this university with
their financial difficu Ities. See
you at the one of the performances of GOLDEN RADIO
REVISITED.

100's OF GUITARS!
Folk • Clauic • Electric

Robert Fields Maggie Blye Nicolas Coster
Music and Songs by
Based On The Novel 'The Sporting Club' by
Jack Warden Michael
Small Thomas McGuane

Screenplay by

Executive Producer

Produced by

Directed bl

...-...

Lorenzo Semple,Jr. Joseph E. Levine Lee M. Rich Larry Pearce
=

Prints by

Deluxe~ An Avco Embassy Release """111~

MID-WEST
PREMIERE .

·FR IcDAY

STARTS'

MAR H 3rd.

V.... 1T

•--0•"'" k

( O'"IQ,eft'I' ....

Pa,-, o,~NGu, ,o,.,.

0,

In Specially Selected
s & D R Iv E - 1N s

TH E AT E R

See Newspaper Listing For Theatre Near You

NEW AND USED S14 and up
Headquarters for Martin, Guild, Gibson
Epiphone. Fender, Garcia , Yamaha

w~e

&nutth Jrist
1322 Olicaec> A...
Ennllton
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of all sorts
IBASKOBALL I
Eagles End Sour Season
by Frank Coppola

Northeastern ended their season at home on a sour note by
losing to St. Xavier 87-77. It
probably comes as a welcome
relief tp the Eagle's squad who
suffered through a disappointing
6-19 season.
St. Xavier had won eight
games in a row before playing
Northeastern and apparently had
little difficulty obtaining their
ninth win in a row.
Larry Jones led St. Xavier's
attack by scoring twenty points
while Northeastern was led by
Norman Thomas who tallied 26
points but all to no avail.
The Eagles can only look to
the future now and it's obvious
that some drastic changes will be
needed for next year if the
Eagles hope to come back and
play even .500 ball next season.
To the seniors on the team
-.yho will not return next year,
f'd like to wish you good luc~1
and hope that your future turns
out to be brighter than your
1
team's record was this year.
Meanwhile, back on Feb. 22,
the Eagles lost anothlr one to
Circle whom they had previously

St. Xavier

G

Jones
Redfield
Devine
Hickerson
Leger
Powell
Harp
Wills

10

4
4
5
2
2
3
1

F

N.E. ILL.

G

0-1
9-12
0-0
5-6
1-1
2-2
4-7
4-4

Thomas
O'Gradney
Doyle
Melendez
Davis
Smith
Stelling
Polizzi
Schulgasser
Hurley

10
4
4
2
2
2
0
2
3
1

6-10
2-2
3-4
1-2
0-0
0-1
1-2
4-5
0-0
0-0

30

17-26

25-33

31

TOTAL

beaten a tew weel<s ago. This
time Circle had little trouble at
all with the Eagles and they
coasted to a 99-73 victory. Circle ran up an 18 point lead at
halftime and from there they
just toyed with the Eagles until
the game finished.
Leading Circle in scoring was
Roberts with 19 points while
Marty O'Gradney led Northeastern with 19 points also.
This was only the fourth win
for Circle all year and even
though they have a worse record
than Northeastern , you would
have a hard time convincing anybody that they are the poorer
team.
Oh well, to the Eagles and all
its staff, I bid you farewell until
nex·t season when hopefully the
performances will be more
uniform and the players will
buckle down and start working
together better, especially on defense. I imagine I could go on
for hours bidding "aurevoir" to
the Eagles but I have this thing
about long goodbyes so with
further assurance of forthcoming
contingent information in the
world of sports, I conclude.

Hockey Club Still Pitiful
In the battle of the birds, the
Eagle's Illinois Benedictine College defeated the our Eagle
Hockey Club 9-6 at the ice arena
in Downers Grove Friday night.
Again the team had trouble settling down in the first period and
were trailing 4-2 at the end of
that period.
The club , closed
the gap to only one goal, but
several powerplay goals for IBC
clinched their third win of the
season. Illinois Benedictine are
last season's Illinois College playoff champs. This was the Eagles
fourteenth lost of the season.
Defenseman, Ira Blipstbin and
Ray Smith suffered minor injuries in this game. The club still
has several tenatively scheduled
games left on this season's schedule, including the Mundelein
Barons and Geo. Williams College.

INTRAMURAL
BASKETBALL
CHAMPIONSHIP
GAME
THURSDAY
1 :30 P.M.
GYM

EAGLE HQCKEY CLUB FINAL RECORD
Northeastern Illinois University
1971-72
date

vs.

rink

score

11/ 6
12/11
12/20
12/28

Ill. Institute of Tech.
Ill. Institute of Tech .
College of DuPage
Univ. of Ill., Chicago
Morraine Valley Col.
Ill . Institute of Tech.
Lake Forest Col.
Lewis Col.
Purdue Univ.
Ill. Institute of Tech.
Loyola Univ.
Western Ill. Univ.
Bradley Univ.
111. State Univ.
111. Benedictine Col.

Dundee, Ill.
Rolling Meadows
Oak Park, Ill.
Oak Park, Ill.
Park Ridge, Ill.
Oakbrook, Ill
Lake Forest, Ill.
Glenwood, Ill.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Oakbrook, Ill.
Niles, Ill.
Pekin, Ill.
Peoria, Ill.
Peoria, Ill.
Downers Grove

lost, 11-4
lost, 8-4
lost, 10-2
lost, 10-0
lost, 16-3
lost, 10-7
lost, 21-0
lost, 12-4
cancelled
lost, 8-4
lost, 5-2
lost, 17-1
lost, 5-1
lost, 6-4
lost, 9-6

1/ 6
1/ 9
1/10
1/25
1/29
1/30
2/ 5
2/18
2/19
2/20
2/25

season record: 0-14-0
goals scored: 42
goals scored against: 148
GOALIES
Dan Spiess
Marc Century
Bob Dunn
Rich Neaubaurer
Brian Fabbri

goals against
7
37
60
4
40

minutes played

games appeared

20:00
140:00
340:00
20:00
320:00

1
6
8
1

.

TAPE TOWN
3447 W. Peterson
Five Minutes From School

I
I

lNORTHEASTERN SPECIAL i
I
I
I
I

I

You don't have to be
a hustler to play pool.

Present this coupon
and play for 1/3 off
the hourly rate.
Miss

Cue
3305 N. Ashland

Little English
5658 W. Diversey

24 TABLES

TAPES

House of Lords
Irving-Harlem Plaza
Norridge

M-F . . . . . . . . . . . . 10-10
10- 6
Sat.

Sun . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11- 6

20 TABLES

-----------------------------

BUY 3 GET 1 FREE!
Store Hours:

18 TABLES

EXPIRES : 4-30-72

6

F

,------- ------- COUPON ------------I

I HOCKEY I

_J

